
81 Seeds of Creation:  Returning to the Source 

 

#81 Flying Seed, therefore intent 

#80 Process through motion 

#79 Outcome by means of intent 

#78 Alertness by awareness 

#77 Knowledge through inquiry 

#76 Motion without effort 

#75 Layers of flight 

#74 Layers of knowledge 

#73 Indirect perception 

#72 On account of essence 

#71 Arrival through release of motion 

#70 Existence within breath 

#69 Passage through saffron threads of light 

#68 Because one sees, knowledge is gained 

#67 No, because the senses coming into contact 

#66 On account of connection with the word 

#65 It may be seen 

#64 Because of impermanence  

#63 Intuition through purity of intention 

#62 Diamond matter, resurrection 

#61 The Source through frequency 

#60 Matter invisible 

#59 On account of movable existence 



#58 On account of the difference 

#57 And perception between the Singular 

#56 On account of itself 

#55 The space between 

#54 That which supports 

#53 A bridge connects the points 

#52 Like water, one enters 

#51 Solid form sinks 

#50 A wind lifts the outer layer 

#49 Like thunder, one increases 

#48 The empty cloud rises 

#47 Beyond the void 

#46 The well brings forth water 

#45 Eternal return, Supreme fortune 

#44 Celestial rotation, cosmic elements 

#43 One droplet 

#42 Because of the difference of the worlds 

#41 10 thousand drums 

#40 Footsteps of the elephant may be counted 

#39 Morning dew sparkles 

#38 Radiant serenity 

#37 Thread of the small Lord 

#36 Starbursts streaming 

#35 Vibrations signal the soul 

#34 The tower spirals 



#33 Reflection of wind 

#32 Perpetual and non-perpetual 

#31 Awake.  Asleep.  The dream exists between. 

#30 With purpose, proceed 

#29 Residual action influences direction 

#28 One is equal to the universe 

#27 Solar gate 

#26 Warm radiance 

#25 Columns entwined 

#24 Billowing bubbles 

#23 Great Cosmic Translator 

#22 Freedom, form 

#21 Streaks of Light, showers of hope 

#20 Astral relations 

#19 Into the opening, the vast is located 

#18 Perceive, Infer 

#17 Locating the like 

#16 Lightning connects spheres 

#15 Gel of nectar 

#14 Purity of seat 

#13 Release through element 

#12 Multiple form 

#11 Memory, cosmic map 

#10 Union, by way of Truth 

#9 Spiral Fountain, Cosmic Inception 



#8 Song of the Deep 

#7 Echoing Rays 

#6 Infinity Sprouts 

#5 I Am That 

#4 Immense Gathering 

#3 Sublime Effulgence 

#2 Essence of Light 

#1 Source of Light 

 


